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Abstract
In this paper we propose a new characterization of model-based diagnosis based on process
algebras, a framework which is widely used in several areas of computer science. We show that
process algebras provide a powerful modelling language which allows us to capture, in an uniform
way, different types of models of physical systems, including models of time-varying and dynamic
behavior. Then we provide a characterization of diagnosis which is equivalent to the “classical”
abductive one. This suggests new interesting opportunities for research on relations between model-
based reasoning and process algebras.
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1. Introduction
In the last two decades model-based diagnosis has been an important research area
where new methodologies have been proposed, studied and experimented [17,27,58].
Today the field is entering its maturity and this is witnessed by the number of applications
which have been implemented and deployed, and by those which are currently under
investigation (see, e.g., the review in [34] or [3] and the discussion in [17]).
An important role in this process has been played by the foundational studies carried
on since the mid 80’s and by the characterizations of diagnosis that originated from them.
These works have had several important impacts. First of all, they allow researchers to
provide precise definitions and semantics for diagnostic problem solving. Secondly, they
have been (and they still are) the basis for analyzing properties of the diagnostic task
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(e.g., computational complexity [13,57] or diagnosability [56]). Moreover, they provided
conceptual tools for analyzing application problems and domains and for relating them to
the different approaches for modelling and problem solving; as a result, they have been
used for defining frameworks which provide guidelines for studying which approaches
to modelling and diagnosis are suitable for a given application problem or domain
(e.g., see [11,30]). Together with the applications, the foundational works contributed to
singling out new open problems and opportunities for research. Last, but not least, they
contributed to the creation of bridges between model-based reasoning and other areas of
artificial intelligence and computer science such as logical and non-monotonic reasoning,
probabilistic reasoning, machine learning, control theory, to mention only some of them.
These foundational works relied on different formal frameworks. Logic is the most fre-
quently used (see, e.g., [10,19–21,23,44,46,49,59]). Reiter’s seminal work [49], moreover,
first pointed out the relations between diagnosis and non-monotonic reasoning. Besides
logics, however, other formalisms have been used to characterize diagnosis. For example,
set theoretic characterizations have been proposed by Reggia [41,48] and, more recently,
by Lucas [31]; probabilistic frameworks have been introduced by Peng and Reggia [40]
and by Geffner and Pearl [25,38].
Most of these characterizations capture only some of the aspects and dimensions of
the diagnostic process. For example, most of the logical definitions abstract from dynamic
and temporal aspects and those that deal with such a dimension combine logic and extra
logical languages for such a purpose (see, for example, [11] which extends the logical
characterizations to deal with time, which is modelled using constraint systems).
The goal of this paper is to bridge research on model-based diagnosis and process
algebras, by providing a new characterization of modelling and diagnosis, using these
algebras as the formal framework. Process algebras are a powerful formalism, originated
from Milner’s and Hoare’s seminal works [29,35] in the early 1980s, for the specification
and understanding of concurrent systems. Process algebras are abstract languages whose
building blocks, the actions, are used to describe sequential components that run
concurrently and cooperate through communication. Complex systems are built starting
from the basic actions and by applying the constructors of the algebra: operators are
available for composition as well as mechanisms for abstraction which disregard internal
details. The basic formalism has been extended in different directions, for example to deal
with time, probabilities (see [7]) or stochastic actions (see [9,28]).
An interesting aspect about process algebras is that they provide both a theoretical
machinery and software tools [8,16,26] for analyzing the modelled systems. For instance,
qualitative properties like absence of deadlocks or fairness can be investigated or the
equivalence between systems can be studied.1 Moreover, different types of simulation of
the behavior of the modelled system can be computed and studied using the available
software tools. Last but not least, process algebras can be used as a starting point for
component oriented languages that, while not having a higher expressive power, are more
suited to the real design of systems, being enhanced with more sophisticated features.
1 Equivalence notions are fundamental in process algebras but they are outside of the scope of this paper;
details may be found for example in [35].
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These languages can nevertheless benefit of process algebras formal properties and results,
and contribute in bridging the gap between research and industry.
There is a long tradition in the use of these formalisms, and other equivalent formalisms
based on discrete events, for modelling physical systems and for analyzing their functional
properties [35,42], their performance [4,28], reliability, and fault tolerance [32]. However,
only in a few cases these approaches have been used in the context of diagnosis [51,54].
In the paper we show that process algebras are a powerful framework for model-based
diagnosis since they allow us to capture, within a unique formalism, different dimensions
of modelling and diagnosis. In particular, after a short introduction to the formalism
(Section 2), we discuss how it can be used to represent the different types of models which
are typical within the model-based reasoning community (Section 3). In fact, we show that
using the algebra we can capture different types of models, including models of dynamic
and time-varying behavior, in an uniform way. In Section 4 we provide a characterization of
diagnosis in terms of process algebras, focussing on diagnosis by abduction, and we prove
its equivalence with the logical abductive definition of diagnosis. We also show briefly how
consistency-based diagnosis can be characterized. Section 5 describes a realistic example
developed within our framework.
Since the main goal of the paper is to bridge two research fields, stimulating further
research, Section 6, and in particular Section 6.1, describes some perspectives for future
investigations. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 respectively analyze related research and conclude the
paper.
Indeed, in this current work we do not take advantage of most of the formal machinery
associated with the algebraic framework (such as properties concerning model equivalence
or model checking techniques). In this sense the paper can be regarded as a preliminary
investigation of the relations between the two fields: it shows some correspondence and
opens the path to further investigations and research.
2. Process algebras
This section is intended to give an introductory overview of process algebras (PA), the
framework we have chosen for our characterization of diagnosis; more details about this
formalism can be found in [29,35].
As we shall see, one of the main reasons for the choice of PA is due to their
compositional nature: algebraic models are built following a modular approach which
constitutes a central feature of model construction. Each subsystem is modelled in isolation
and then the submodels are composed using the operators provided by the calculus in order
to obtain the model of the whole system. Hence, model fragments can be developed by
different modelers and libraries of re-usable models may be established.
With process algebras a complex system is defined by a set of equations in the form
P = 〈expr〉,
where P ∈ Names is the name we give to the subcomponent described by that single
equation, and 〈expr〉 ∈L, where L is the chosen language.
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Fig. 1. AND gates.
Since we do not want to commit to a specific language, we will define a language L that
comprises operators of the most common process algebras. The building blocks of L are
the actions in the set Act = {a, b, c, . . .}. An additional action, τ , is introduced to represent
internal (non observable) activities.
An expression 〈expr〉 in L is defined by the following grammar:
〈expr〉 ::= a.〈expr〉 | 〈expr〉 + 〈expr〉 | 〈expr〉‖S 〈expr〉 | 〈expr〉/H | 〈expr〉[f ] | P
where a ∈Act ∪ {τ }, S ⊆Act, H ⊆Act, f :Act →Act, f (τ)= τ and P ∈Names is the
name of any subcomponent.
Each expression denotes the behavior of a system; complex behaviors can be obtained
by composing expressions using the operators in the grammar. The informal meanings of
the operators is the following.
• The expression a.P represents a system which is capable of performing exactly the
action a and thereafter behaves as P .
• The expression P +Q represents a component which has the capabilities of both P
and Q and chooses nondeterministically between them.
• The expression P‖SQ represents the parallel composition of P and Q with respect to
the set S of joint actions. P‖SQ behaves like P or Q running independently of each
other except for all actions (communications) mentioned in the set S on which they
must synchronize and communicate. By varying the synchronization set S, parallel
composition ranges from complete parallelism (‖φ)2 to full synchrony (‖Act). During
the communication the joint action remains visible to the environment and it can be
reused by other concurrent systems: this leads to a kind of communication (sometimes
called multiway synchronization) in which more than two systems can be involved.
• The expression P/H represents a system which behaves like P for those actions not
belonging to the set H . For all the actions in H instead, P/H witnesses a τ action
to the external environment, meaning that their type is not visible outside the system
upon completion.
• P [f ] behaves like P , but with the actions relabelled by the function f .
• Finally, constants represent systems whose meaning is given by equations such as
A
def= P and they can be used to describe infinite behaviors, via mutually recursive
defining equations. Here the constant A is given the behavior of the system P .
To better understand how the language may be used for modelling purposes we now
consider a simple example of two AND gates, shown in Fig. 1. Let us start from the
2 We will use the notation ‖ when the set S of joint actions is the empty set.
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problem of defining a model for a generic AND-gate. A possible model is given by the
equations below:
(1) Agatei1
def= onei1.Agatei2 + zroi1.Agatei3
(2) Agatei2
def= onei2.Agatei4 + zroi2.Agatei5
(3) Agatei3
def= zroi2.Agatei5 + onei2.Agatei5
(4) Agatei4
def= onei3.Agatei1
(5) Agatei5
def= zroi3.Agatei1
Actions zroi1, one
i
1, zro
i
2, and onei2 represent the possible input values for a generic gate
i , action zroi3 and onei3 are the possible output values. The superscript i is a variable that
will be instantiated for each specific instance of the gate. For this generic AND-gate, the
model specifies that, for example, if the first input value to the gate is 1 (action onei1), then
the gate evolves into state Agatei2. In this state, either a 0 or a 1 value can be read for the
second input (these two values are represented by the actions zroi2 and onei2). Depending
on this second input, the gate evolves into a state in which a consistent output is provided.
For example, when the input is onei2, the gate evolves to the state Agate
i
4 where it produces
the output onei3. After the output, the gate moves back to the initial state Agatei1, ready to
receive new input values.
The model above describes a single generic AND-gate. In order to model the device in
Fig. 1, we need to introduce two instances of this generic component type and we need
to specify the connections between them. Specifying a connection means identifying the
interface variables of the two (or more) components that must be connected. In L, this
connection can be specified using parallel composition plus renaming (see Fig. 2) as shown
in the following equation:
Agate1,2
def= (Agate11‖SAgate21
)[
zro13/zro
2
1,one
1
3/one
2
1
]
where S = {zro21,one21
}
where:
• Agate11 and Agate21 are two instances of the generic component Agatei1;• [zro13/zro21,one13/one21] specifies the interface variables, i.e., the actions that have been
renamed in order to share the same name so that a connection may be established
between the two gates;
• the set S of joint actions specifies on which actions the first and the second gate must
synchronize.
So far we have seen how to build a simple model by using the operators of L.
A formal semantics needs now to be defined for the operators of the language. The
traditional approach taken in the field of process algebras follows the structural operational
approach [43]: one inference rule is defined for each operator which formalizes its meaning
in term of the change of state it implies by action completion.
Applying the inference rules to an algebraic expression we may associate a Labelled
Transition System (LTS) with it. In general, an LTS = (S,T ,→) is defined by a set of
states S, a set of transition labels T and a transition relation →⊆ S × T × S. In the case
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Prefix
a.P
a−→ P
Choice
P
a−→ P ′
P +Q a−→ P ′
Q
a−→Q′
P +Q a−→Q′
Parallel Composition
P
a−→ P ′
P‖SQ a−→ P ′‖SQ
(a /∈ S) Q
a−→Q′
P‖SQ a−→ P‖SQ′
(a /∈ S)
P
a−→ P ′ Q a−→Q′
P‖SQ a−→ P ′‖SQ′
(a ∈ S)
Hiding
P
a−→ P ′
P/H
a−→ P ′/H
(a /∈H) P
a−→ P ′
P/H
τ−→ P ′/H
(a ∈H)
Renaming
P
a−→ P ′
P [f ] f (a)−→ P ′[f ]
Constant
P
a−→ P ′
A
a−→ P ′
(A
def= P)
Fig. 2. Semantic rules of L.
of L, the set of states is given by the set of language terms, the set of transition labels is
given by the set of actionsAct, and the transition relation is given by the operational rules
of Fig. 2 which are read as follows: if the condition(s) above the inference line is (are) true,
we can obtain the transition below the line.
In other words, the semantic rules outline the activities which a system can witness:
each action completion brings a corresponding transition in the LTS. For example, a.P
has no precondition and to the completion of action a corresponds an outgoing transition
( a−→) exiting from the state labelled a.P and leading to the state labelled P .
The LTS can be viewed as an alternative way for describing the behavior of the modelled
system. A simple example of LTS is shown in Fig. 3: it describes the behavior of one
AND gate (defined by Eqs. (1)–(5) above) and has only five states. The LTS of Agate1,2
is of course larger: it consists of 25 different states, since all possible interleavings in its
behavior are taken into account. For example, after the first gate has produced the first
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Fig. 3. LTS for Agate11.
output value we can observe either the evolution of the second gate as well as the new
input readings for the first gate.
Since only sequences of actions may be derived this yields an interleaving semantics:
independent execution of parallel systems is modelled by an arbitrary interleaving of their
actions. This interleaving model suffers of the so-called state space explosion problem and
several techniques have been proposed in order to reduce the size of the state space. All
these techniques allow a reduction of the size of the state space without loosing all the
nice properties of the algebraic formalism, in particular, the equivalence notions. We will
address this issue briefly in Section 6.
3. Modelling for diagnosis using process algebras
In this section we analyze the expressive power of process algebras as a formalism
for modelling physical systems and, in particular, for representing the kind of models
used in the model-based reasoning community. We follow a systematic approach in which
we consider different dimensions of modelling [11] and we show how each dimension
can be naturally captured by means of the language L introduced in Section 2. We start
from simple static models, showing how both the correct and faulty behavior of a device
can be represented. In particular, we focus the attention on qualitative descriptions, as
it is common in model-based reasoning. Then we consider time-varying behavior, i.e.,
we consider devices that can manifest different faults across time. Finally, we consider
dynamic behavior, i.e., devices characterized by an internal state which influences their
behavior. For these last two cases we assume a simple model of time in which time is
discrete and it is regarded as a sequence of points/events, without any metric.
In the paper we mainly focus on a component-centered approach to model-based
diagnosis. This means that we represent a device starting from the models of its basic
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components3 and then form the description of the complete system by considering a set of
component instances and the connections among them. More precisely, a model is usually
divided in two parts:
(1) a model of the behavior of each component type;
(2) a model of the structure of the system, i.e., the enumeration of the component instances
and their connections.
In particular, for each component type, we recognize:
(a) a set of behavioral modes, including the correct (ok) mode and a set of fault modes;
(b) a set of interface variables, corresponding to input/output to/from the component;
(c) (possibly) a set of state (internal) variables;
(d) a set of relations (constraints) between the variables that describe, for each mode, the
behavior of the component. Such a behavior is described in a context independent
way, i.e., independently of the role that the instances of the component type may
play within a physical system, according to the well-known no-structure-in-function
principle [22].
Notice that the compositional nature of process algebras makes this approach to modelling
very natural. The model of a physical system will be composed of different equations
according to the same distinction above. More precisely, for each component type T ,
we introduce an equation that specifies its possible modes of behavior (by means of a
nondeterministic choice) and then a separate set of equations for each mode of behavior.
Finally, the interface (and state) variables correspond to the actions the component may
witness to the external environment.
3.1. Modelling static devices
Let us start with an example of a static device. In Section 2 we have shown the model
of a simple AND gate without considering the fact that a gate can have different modes of
behavior: basically we modelled the correct behavior only. We now extend that model in
order to cope with multiple modes of behavior.
Suppose that the gate can have three modes of behavior denoted as ok, stuck at 0, and
stuck at 1 which correspond to the correct behavior and the cases where the gate always
produces 0 or 1 as output. The algebraic model of such a gate is shown in Fig. 4 and it al-
lows us to discuss some basic rules that can be adopted while modelling a component type.
Rule 1. The first equation defining a component type T specifies its possible modes of
behavior. In particular, the equation is a choice with one alternative for each mode of
behavior. The mode is specified as an action: when a component chooses between one of
its possible modes, it specifies that by performing the corresponding action.
3 By basic we mean those corresponding to the minimum units in a device that can be replaced or repaired.
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(1) Agatei def= oki .Agatei1 + stuck_at_0i .Agatei6 + stuck_at_1i .Agatei7 + end.End
(2) Agatei1
def= onei1.Agatei2 + zroi1.Agatei3
(3) Agatei2
def= onei2.Agatei4 + zroi2.Agatei5
(4) Agatei3
def= zroi2.Agatei5 + onei2.Agatei5
(5) Agatei4
def= onei3.Agatei
(6) Agatei5
def= zroi3.Agatei
(7) Agatei6
def= Xi1.Yi2.zroi3.Agatei
(8) Agatei7
def= Xi1.Yi2.onei3.Agatei
Fig. 4. AND gate with different modes of behavior.
For the example of Fig. 4, actions oki , stuck_at_0i , stuck_at_1i in Eq. (1) represent the
possible modes; we shall return later to the last alternative end.End in this equation which
is basically used to specify a final state for all component types.
Rule 2. The interface variables of a component type T are distinguished using subscripts.
For each interface variable, we have a set of actions that defines the values that
the interface variable can assume. Superscripts instead are used to generate, and to
distinguish, instances of a generic component type.
In the case of the AND gate we have two input variables (subscripts 1 and 2) and one
output variable (subscript 3). Thus onei1 and zroi1 specify that the interface variable labelled
1 can assume the two values 1 and 0.
Rule 3. The equations describing the behavior of a component make use of these actions
either to impose conditions on the input interface variables or to specify values for the
output interface variables. In other words, the equations express the constraints between
the interface variables.
Rule 4. The behavior corresponding to each mode is described by a separate set of
equations.
Returning to the AND gate specification of Fig. 4 we have that:
• Eq. (2) is the first equation corresponding to the ok mode: it specifies the behavior
of a gate in its correct mode and basically it is the same of the example discussed in
Section 2. Similarly, for Eqs. (3), (4), (5) and (6);
• Eq. (7) corresponds to the case where the gate is in mode stuck at 0. In this case,
regardless from the values of the two input—Xi1 and Yi2 are variables denoting “any
possible value”—the value of the output is always 0 (zroi3). Similarly for Eq. (8)
representing the case of the mode stuck at 1: in this case the output is always 1 (onei3),
independently from the input values.
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Notice that one can easily introduce also an unknown mode4 of faulty behavior (where
the behavior is not specified at all) by introducing an appropriate action for this mode and
a corresponding set of equations.
In our example we can introduce a new alternative in the initial equation (unkn.Agatei8)
and Eq. (9) below which simply states that the gate may produce “any output value”
(variable Zi3), given “any input value”.
(1′) Agatei def= oki .Agatei1 + stuck_at_0i .Agatei6 + stuck_at_1i .Agatei7
+ unkn.Agatei8 + end.End
. . .
. . .
. . .
(9) Agatei8
def= Xi1.Yi2.Zi3.Agatei
3.2. Qualitative models of physical components
Traditionally, model-based reasoning makes use of qualitative models of physical
systems. In these models the variables assume a finite number of values taken from a set of
qualitative abstractions of the actual numeric ones, and qualitative algebraic operators are
introduced to build expressions. For example, one may consider an abstraction in which
only the signs are taken into account (i.e., {−,0,+}), with a corresponding sign algebra in
which, for example, summing two “+” produces a “+” while summing a “+” and a “−”
produces an indeterminate value. There are several reasons in favor of the use of qualitative
reasoning as discussed for example in [1,2,60].
Qualitative modelling—even though in a different sense—can also be exploited by
means of process algebras. Indeed, the actions in the algebraic expressions belong to the
set Act, which may be finite and defined as a set of qualitative abstractions. Moreover,
the constraints corresponding to the qualitative algebraic operators can be expressed at the
algebraic level by means of equations defining components behaviors.
Throughout this section we consider simple examples of hydraulic components which
allow us to point out different aspects concerning modelling; a realistic example will be
presented in Section 5. The models we provide are based on qualitative deviations [33].
This is a powerful approach which has been successfully used in several applications
of model-based reasoning, especially in the automotive field [14,52]. Basically, for each
variable X we consider its deviation with respect to the expected value (denoted as X)
and then the sign of this deviation (denoted as [X]). Thus, [X] = 0 means that X does
not deviate from the expected value, while [X] = + means that the value of X is greater
than it should be. Given a set of equations describing the behavior of a component, the
equations that describe the same behavior in terms of qualitative deviations can be obtained
after some algebraic manipulations (see [33]).
Let us consider an example of a specific component type, a Centrifugal pump (Fig. 5).
We can model the behavior of this component considering four interface variables:
4 The usefulness of such a mode has been advocated in [24].
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Fig. 5. A centrifugal pump.
(1) SC, the control signal the pump receives, which specifies its operational level: the
higher this value is, the higher is the quantity of fluid pumped by the pump;
(2) FCin, the input fluid to the pump;
(3) RCout, the resistance the pump has to face at its output connection;
(4) FCout, the output fluid from the pump.
A qualitative model for the behavior of the pump may specify that the output flow FCout
is proportional to the input flow FCin and to the signal SC driving the pump, while it is
inversely proportional to the resistance that the pump has to win. In other words:
FCout ∝ SC ∗ FCinRCout
If we consider the qualitative deviations for the variables, we obtain the following
equation:5
[FCout] = [SC]  [RCout] ⊕ [FCin]
where signs [ · · ·] can assume the three qualitative values 0, + and −, while ⊕ and  are
the addition and difference operators in the sign algebra.
The equation above specifies, for example, that the output is more than it should be
([FCout] = +) when either (or both) the input or the signal is more than it should be
([FCin] = +, [SC] = +) or the resistance is less than it should be ([RCout] = −).
We can then consider three fault modes for the pump: blocked, under pumping, over
pumping. In the first mode the output is always null and thus less (−) than it should be
(this is a consequence of the simplification we made). In the second and the third modes the
pump produces an output that is less (−) and more (+) than the normal one, respectively.
The complete model of this component is shown in Fig. 6 where we have used the variables
XiFCin,Y
i
SC,Z
i
RCout to denote “any possible value” for the input, the control signal, and
the resistance.
As stated by the first rule, Eq. (1) specifies the possible modes for the pump. Eq. (2)
describes the correct behavior: it contains a term for each combination of values of [SC],
[RCout] and [FCin]. Poutiz, Poutim and Poutip correspond to the states where the pump
produces a normal, lower than normal, higher than normal output flow, respectively. Poutiu,
5 Actually, for the sake of clarity and conciseness, the models we shall provide are slightly simplified. In
particular, we avoided the details of some special operating conditions. For example, in the case of the pump we
did not consider the case where the flows were null or the signal to the pump was null. The actual models are
conceptually similar, but longer.
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(1) Pumpi def= ok.Poki + block.Pblocki + underp.Punderpi + overp.Poverpi + end.End
(2) Poki def= zroi
SC.zro
i
RCout .zro
i
FCin .Pout
i
z + zroiSC.zroiRCout .mnsiFCin .Poutim +
zroi
SC.zro
i
RCout .pls
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + zroiSC.mnsiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutip +
zroi
SC.mns
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + zroiSC.mnsiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutip +
zroi
SC.pls
i
RCout .zro
i
FCin .Pout
i
m + zroiSC.plsiRCout .mnsiFCin .Poutim +
zroi
SC.pls
i
RCout .pls
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + mnsiSC.zroiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutim +
mnsi
SC.zro
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
m + mnsiSC.zroiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutiu +
mnsi
SC.mns
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + mnsiSC.plsiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutim +
mnsi
SC.pls
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
m + mnsiSC.plsiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutiu +
plsi
SC.zro
i
RCout .zro
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + plsiSC.zroiRCout .mnsiFCin .Poutiu +
plsi
SC.zro
i
RCout .pls
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + plsiSC.mnsiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutip +
plsi
SC.mns
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + plsiSC.mnsiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutip +
plsi
SC.pls
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
u
(3) Pblocki def= Yi
SC.Z
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
m
(4) Poverpi def= zroi
SC.zro
i
RCout .zro
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + zroiSC.zroiRCout .mnsiFCin .Poutiu +
zroi
SC.zro
i
RCout .pls
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + zroiSC.mnsiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutip +
zroi
SC.mns
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + zroiSC.mnsiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutip +
zroi
SC.pls
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + mnsiSC.zroiRCout .XiFCin .Poutiu +
mnsi
SC.mns
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + mnsiSC.plsiRCout .XiFCin .Poutiu +
plsi
SC.zro
i
RCout .zro
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + plsiSC.zroiRCout .mnsiFCin .Poutiu +
plsi
SC.zro
i
RCout .pls
i
FCin .Pout
i
p + plsiSC.mnsiRCout .zroiFCin .Poutip +
plsi
SC.mns
i
RCout .mns
i
FCin .Pout
i
u + plsiSC.mnsiRCout .plsiFCin .Poutip +
plsi
SC.pls
i
RCout .X
i
FCin .Pout
i
u
(5) Punderpi def= . . .
(6) Poutim
def= mnsi
FCout .Pump
i
(7) Poutiz
def= zroi
FCout .Pump
i
(8) Poutip
def= plsi
FCout .Pump
i
(9) Poutiu
def= mnsi
FCout .Pump
i + zroi
FCout .Pump
i + plsi
FCout .Pump
i
Fig. 6. Model of a centrifugal pump.
on the other hand, corresponds to a state where the output flow can assume any value.
Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) describe the behaviors for the three fault modes of the pump.
It is worth noting that the algebraic expressions could be generated automatically
starting from the qualitative equations and given the qualitative domains for the variables
and the tables defining the qualitative operators.
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(1) Pumpi def= ok.Poki + block.Pblocki + underp.Punderpi + overp.Poverpi + end.End
(2) Poki def= switched_on.Pok_oni + switched_off.Pok_offi
(3) Pok_oni def= . . . .
(4) Pok_offi def= . . . .
Fig. 7. Model of a centrifugal pump with operating modes.
Operating modes
Notice that we are making the unrestrictive assumption that components have only one
mode of correct behavior. It would be very easy to remove this assumption or, equivalently,
to consider multiple operating modes for the components, in addition to the behavioral
modes. Operating modes correspond to alternative ways of operations for the devices and
thus behavioral and operating modes refer to orthogonal concepts. For example, we could
consider two operating modes for the pump, switched on and switched off, respectively.
In the former the pump produces an output flow as discussed previously; in the latter it
does not produce any output flow.
Operating modes can be modelled as actions in the same way as behavioral modes, as
shown in the equations of Fig. 7. In other words, when a pump is ok we further distinguish
two cases: the case where it is switched on, which is described by Eq. (3) and the one
where it is switched off, which is described by Eq. (4). Eq. (3) is the same as Eq. (2) in
Fig. 6.
3.3. Time-varying behavior
A component is time-varying if it can assume different modes of behavior across
time [11]. A special case of time-varying behavior is the intermittent behavior [47], i.e.,
the case where a component alternates between normal and faulty modes.
Time-varying behavior can be naturally modelled using process algebras. Indeed,
looking at the previous examples, one can notice that the equations describing each
component are recursive. Let us consider component type Pumpi modelled in Fig. 6 and,
in particular, Eqs. (6)–(9): after producing a value for the output variables, the pump starts
behaving as Pumpi again. This means that the pump may receive a stream of inputs across
time, where each set of input values represents a snapshot in time. For each snapshot, the
pump may be in a different mode, behaving accordingly. However, when moving back to
the initial state the pump may nondeterministically change its mode: for example, in the
case of three snapshots we can observe an ok mode, followed by a under pumping mode,
followed by an ok mode again.
We can now comment the last alternative in Eq. (1), the term end.End. All components,
after performing synchronously action end enter into state End, characterized by the
equation:
End def= end.End
This is used to specify that there are no further snapshots to be considered.
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Fig. 8. Mode Transition Graph for a pipe.
Mode Transition Graphs
In the example above a component may assume any mode at any snapshot. Obviously,
we can also consider the case where not all the transitions between modes are possible.
For instance, we can assume that the mode blocked is not reversible, i.e., once entered in
such a mode the pump must remain in it. This kind of behavior can be easily represented
by changing Eq. (3) in Fig. 6 as follows:
(3′) Pblocki def= YiSC.ZiRCout .XiFCin .mnsiFCout .Pblocki
so that, once entered in state Pblocki , the pump remains in it producing an output which is
less than expected (mnsiFCout ) regardless from its input values (YiSC,ZiRCout,XiFCin ).
Similarly, one can impose other rules; for example one can take into account Mode
Transition Graphs [18,61] and use them to define a corresponding algebraic model. Let
us consider the case of a pipe: its fault modes along with the Mode Transition Graph
are shown in Fig. 8. The meaning of the graph is the following: given two consecutive
snapshots, the component can evolve from mode m1 to mode m2 if and only if there
is an arrow connecting the nodes labelled m1 and m2 in the graph. From this graph we
can deduce that a pipe working correctly cannot become clogged without first becoming
partially clogged; it cannot become broken without first becoming leaking or clogged.
We can model a P ipe using the following interface variables:
(1) FPin, representing the amount of fluid which enters into the pipe;
(2) FPout, representing the amount of fluid which exits from the pipe;
(3) RPin, representing the resistance at the entrance of the pipe;
(4) RPout, representing the resistance at the exit of the pipe.
In the model we can impose that the values of RPin and FPout depend on FPin and RPout. In
particular, when the pipe is ok, we have that the deviation of the resistance at the entrance
of the pipe is equal to the deviation of the resistance at the exit of the pipe. For example, if
the resistance at the exit is higher than it should be—this may be due to some occlusion in
the portion of the circuit following the pipe—then the resistance at the entrance is higher
than it should be. Similarly, we have that the deviation of the flow at the exit of the pipe is
the same of the deviation at the entrance.
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(1) Pipei def= ok.Pioki + clog.Piclogi + parc.Piparci + leak.Pileaki + brok.Pibroki + end.End
(2) Pipei1
def= ok.Pioki + parc.Piparci + leak.Pileaki + end.End
(3) Pipei2
def= clog.Piclogi + parc.Piparci + end.End
(4) Pipei3
def= clog.Piclogi + brok.Pibroki + end.End
(5) Pipei4
def= ok.Pioki + leak.Pileaki + brok.Pibroki + end.End
(6) Pipei5
def= brok.Pibroki + end.End
(7) Pioki def= XRPout .YFPin .XRPin .YFPout .Pipei1
(8) Piparci def= . . . .Pipei2
(9) Piclogi def= XRPout .YFPin .plsiRPin .mnsiFPout .Pipei3
(10) Pileaki def= . . . .Pipei4
(11) Pibroki def= . . . .Pipei5
Fig. 9. Model of a pipe.
Thus, the model of the correct behavior of a pipe with qualitative deviations is very
simple and it can be expressed by the two qualitative equations below:
[RPin] = [RPout], [FPout] = [FPin]
On the other hand, whenever the pipe is clogged, we have:
[FPout] = −, [RPin] = +
that is: since there is no flow at the output, the flow is lower than it should be and the
resistance is higher than it should be.
Fig. 9 shows a sketched algebraic model of the pipe, which takes into account the Mode
Transition Graph of Fig. 8, with complete equations for the ok mode only.
Eq. (1) represents the initial situation, when the pipe can be in any mode. Let us
suppose, for example, that the pipe initially chooses the ok mode. Then its behavior is
described by Eq. (7): given the resistance at the exit (XRPout ) and the incoming flow
(YFPin ), we determine the resistance at the entrance (which is equal to that at the exit) and
the outcoming flow (which is equal to the incoming one). At this point the pipe evolves
to state Pipei1 (Eq. (2)), where the only possible modes are ok, leaking and partially
clogged, as shown in the Mode Transition Graph. Similarly, Eqs. (3) through (6) allow
for the correct transitions from the other modes. For example, from Eq. (9) (the pipe
is clogged) the pipe evolves to state Pipei3, where only modes clogged and broken are
possible.
3.4. Dynamic behavior: modelling components with state
This section copes with dynamic behavior, i.e., a behavior which depends on an internal
state. In order to describe such a behavior let us consider another hydraulic component, a
T ank, for which we consider the following interface variables:
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(1) FTin, representing the input flow into the tank;
(2) FTout, representing the output flow from the tank;
(3) PT , representing the pressure inside the tank.
We assume that the values of FTin and FTout are controlled by other external components
and thus we will regard them as input variables. The pressure PT , instead, is an internal
state variable, responsible for the dynamic behavior of the component, whose value
depends on the balance between the input and output flows. In a model of the correct
behavior of the tank we are interested in describing how PT varies according to the values
of FTin and FTout.
Considering again a description based on qualitative deviations, we can represent the
correct behavior of this component using the following equation:
δPT = [FTin]  [FTout]
where δPT denotes the sign of the deviation of the derivative; for example, if δPT = −,
then the derivative is less than it should be, i.e., the pressure inside the tank increases less
than it should.
The previous equation allows us to determine δPT given the deviations of the flows, and
then to determine how the state variable [PT] changes from one state to its successor. In
fact we can write:
[PT]t = [PT]t−1 ⊕ δPT
where subscripts t − 1 and t are used to denote successive time points (snapshots).
The algebraic model for the correct behavior of the tank is reported in Fig. 10. Notice
that the dynamic behavior is obtained doubling the variable corresponding to the pressure:
the tank receives in input the value of the pressure for the previous snapshot, [PT]t−1,
and produces the new value, [PT]t .6
Eq. (2) computes the sign of the derivative of the pressure tank, δPT , depending on
the values of [FTin] and [FTout]; for example, the first alternative zroiFTin .zroiFTout .
Tchangeiz expresses that when [FTin] and [FTout] are both 0 (that is, they are both as
expected) then the derivative is 0 and the tank evolves into state Tchangeiz (Eq. (4)). In (4),
given that δPT = 0, we consider the older value of the deviation of the pressure to compute
the new one. For example, if the pressure was normal (zroiPT), it will remain normal: this
is obtained by evolving into state Toutiz (Eq. (8)), which produces the value 0 (zroiPT) and
moves the tank back to the initial state. Eqs. (5)–(7) are similar to Eq. (4) but describe the
cases in which the deviation of the derivative was less than it should be (−), more that it
should be (+), or unknown.
Eq. (12) propagates the value of the deviation of the pressure in the tank from one
snapshot to the next one. This is made clear in Eq. (13), where Tmodeli and Tstatei are
synchronized on the actions in the set VP denoting possible pressure values. For example,
let us suppose that in a given snapshot the tank has reached a pressure which is less than
6 Actually, we will not use subscripts t − 1 and t in the equations since the ordering of actions executions will
determine which action precedes.
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(1) Tmodeli def= ok.Toki + leak.Tleaki + end.End
(2) Toki def= zroiFTin .zroiFTout .Tchangeiz + zroiFTin .mnsiFTout .Tchangeip +
zroiFTin .pls
i
FTout .Tchange
i
m + mnsiFTin .zroiFTout .Tchangeim +
mnsiFTin .mns
i
FTout .Tchange
i
u + mnsiFTin .plsiFTout .Tchangeim +
plsiFTin .zro
i
FTout .Tchange
i
p + plsiFTin .mnsiFTout .Tchangeip +
plsiFTin .pls
i
FTout .Tchange
i
u
(3) Tleaki def= . . . . . .
(4) Tchangeiz
def= zroiPT.Toutiz +mnsiPT.Toutim + plsiPT.Toutip
(5) Tchangeim
def= zroiPT.Toutim +mnsiPT.Toutim + plsiPT.Toutiu
(6) Tchangeip
def= zroiPT.Toutip +mnsiPT.Toutiu + plsiPT.Toutip
(7) Tchangeiu
def= XPT.Toutiu
(8) Toutiz
def= zroiPT.Tmodeli
(9) Toutim
def= mnsiPT.Tmodeli
(10) Toutip
def= plsiPT.Tmodeli
(11) Toutiu
def= zroiPT.Tmodeli +mnsiPT.Tmodeli + plsiPT.Tmodeli
(12) Tstatei def= Y.Y.Tstatei
(13) Tanki def= Tmodeli ‖VP zroiPT.Tstatei where VP = {zroiPT,mnsiPT,plsiPT}
Fig. 10. Model of a tank.
expected: in our model this corresponds to performing action mnsiPT. Since Tmodeli is
synchronized with Tstatei on this action, also Tstatei performs mnsiPT and afterwards it
offers again action mnsiPT, waiting for a synchronization. Let us suppose that in the next
snapshot the input and output flows are normal: the tank performs actions zroiFTin and
zroiFTout , and then it behaves as Tchange
i
z. At this point it has to synchronize with Tstatei ,
which was waiting on action mnsiPT. Both Tchange
i
z and Tstatei perform the common
action mnsiPT and Tchangeiz evolves into Toutim (Eq. (9)), executing action mnsiPT, thus
saying that the pressure is still less than it should. Notice that an initial value for the tank
pressure is needed; this is obtained thanks to action zroiPT in Eq. (13).
From this example we can state the following rule for dynamic components.
Rule 5. Each internal (state) variable is modeled as a variable which is both input to and
output from the component. This is obtained via an auxiliary equation.
With respect to example of the tank, Eq. (12) is the auxiliary one.
3.5. Modelling devices (systems)
Until now we have seen how we can model component types in isolation and thus build
a library of re-usable components models. In this section we describe how the model of
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Fig. 11. A simple device.
a device (system) can be built starting from these components models. As we pointed
out previously, two aspects need to be defined when describing the logical structure of a
physical system: (i) the list of the component instances and (ii) their connections. We have
already noticed in Section 2 that parallel composition plus renaming can be used to define
the connections/cooperations among components models. Renaming, in particular, allows
us to obtain the correspondence between the interface variables of different components
instances.
Let us start from the simple example shown in Fig. 11 which is formed by three
components: a pump, a pipe, and a tank. In order to build a model of this device we need:
• one instance Pump1 of the component type Pumpi ;
• one instance Pipe1 of the component type Pipei ;
• one instance Tank1 of the component type Tanki .
Then we need to specify that the output from Pump1 is connected to the input of Pipe1
and that the output of Pipe1 is one input to Tank1.
For example, for the first connection we use renaming to specify that the actions
corresponding to the different values of the variable [FCout] (output from the pump)
correspond to the values of the variable [FPin] (input to the pipe); in other words we
introduce the following substitutions:
[
mns1FCout/ mns
1
FPin, zro
1
FCout/ zro
1
FPin,pls
1
FCout/ pls
1
FPin
]
Similarly for the resistance, for which we have the following substitutions:
[
zro1RCout/zro
1
RPin,mns
1
RCout/mns
1
RPin,pls
1
RCout/pls
1
RPin
]
After this renaming phase, we need to synchronize the two components on these actions.
A similar reasoning holds for the pipe and the tank where the resistance of the tank
corresponds to its internal pressure.
Thus the algebraic expression describing the device is:
Device def= ((Pump1‖L1Pipe1)[R1]‖L2Tank1)[R2]
R1 = {mns1FCout/mns1FPin, zro1FCout/zro1FPin,pls1FCout/pls1FPin,
zro1RCout/zro
1
RPin,mns
1
RCout/mns
1
RPin,pls
1
RCout/pls
1
RPin}
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R2 = {mns1FPout/mns1FTin, zro1FPout/zro1FTin,pls1FPout/pls1FTin,
mns1RPout/mns
1
PT, zro
1
RPout/zro
1
PT,pls
1
RPout/pls
1
PT}
L1 = {mns1FCout, zro1FCout,pls1FCout, zro1RCout,mns1RCout,pls1RCout}
L2 = {mns1FPout, zro1FPout,pls1FPout,mns1RPout, zro1RPout,pls1RPout}
3.6. Modelling processes
In this section we make a short digression with respect to the mainstream of the paper,
which is focussed on component oriented models. Most of the approaches in model-
based reasoning are based on component centered models; however there are also other
approaches which adopt process oriented models, which are usually represented using
some sort of automaton or causal graph [6,36,37,50,51,53,54]. We have just shown that
process algebras are a powerful formalism for building component centered models.
However, the same formalism can be used for expressing the kind of process models used in
the model-based diagnosis community. And indeed, the algebras we are using have similar
(or even the same) expressive power as other formalisms that have been used by other
researchers, as for example communicating automata [50,51,53]. Thus, it is straightforward
to represent these models with the algebraic formalism we have adopted in the paper.
4. A characterization of diagnosis
In this section we provide a characterization of diagnosis in terms of process algebras.
Before starting, let us briefly recall the logical characterizations of diagnosis introduced
in the model-based reasoning community over the last decade [20,23,44,49] as well as the
terminology and notation adopted by these characterizations.
• Ctype is the set of types of components. For each component type CT ∈ Ctype we can
distinguish a set M(CT i ) of modes of behavior, including an ok mode and a set of
fault modes.
• Comps is the set of component instances of the device to be diagnosed. Each
Ci ∈ Comps belongs to one of the component types CTj and inherits from CTj its
behavior. We extend the notation writing M(Ci) to denote the modes of behavior of
Ci . Obviously M(Ci)=M(CTj ) if Ci ∈ CTj . We also denote with M(Comps) the set
of all behavioral modes of all the components.
• SD, the System Description, is a set of logical formulae describing the structure and
behavior of the device to be diagnosed. More specifically:
– for each component type CTj , and for each mode m ∈M(CTj ), SD contains a set
of formulae that describe the behavior of the components of type CTj when they
are in that mode m;
– each component instance in Comps is denoted by a constant;
– another set of formulae in SD describes the structure of the device to be diagnosed,
i.e., the connections between the component instances.
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• Obs is a set of observations to be explained. This is a set of ground atoms describing
the observed behavior for some of the components. In the case of a physical system,
an observation corresponds to the value of a sensor that allows one to measure some
parameters regarding the behavior of the system under examination.
Given these building blocks we can provide a characterization of the set of diagnoses
that explain a given set of observations. A diagnosis is an assignment D of a mode of
behavior to each one of the component instances in Comps such that the model SD and the
assignment explain the observations Obs. There are two alternative ways of defining such
a notion of explanation: consistency (consistency-based diagnosis [49]) and entailment
(abductive diagnosis [20,45]).7 In the following we shall refer to an abductive notion of
explanation, i.e., to the following definition:
Definition 1. Given SD, Comps, and Obs we have that:
• D is a mode assignment if and only if D assigns a mode of behavior to each component
in Comps, i.e., D = {Cj(mjk ), for each Cj ∈ Comps with mjk ∈M(Cj )};
• D is a diagnosis for 〈SD,Comps,Obs〉 if and only if it is a mode assignment and
SD∪D |=Obs.
D can be partitioned into two parts:
• Dok, which is the set of component instances which are assigned the ok mode;
• Df , which is the set of component instances which are assigned a fault mode.
Usually we are interested in those diagnoses which involve a minimal (nonredundant) set
of faults, i.e., the diagnoses for which Df is minimal.
Definition 2. A diagnosis D for 〈SD,Comps,Obs〉 is minimal if and only if there is no
other diagnosis D′ for 〈SD,Comps,Obs〉 such that D′f ⊂Df .
The notion of diagnosis discussed above can be generalized to the temporal case we are
considering (see the discussion in [11,18]). In particular, in this more general case:
• The observations Obs may be labelled, and the labels describe the time points (the
snapshots) the observations refer to. In other words, if we have a set of snapshots, each
snapshot i refers to a time point and contains a set Obsi of observations.
• For each snapshot i , Di is a snapshot diagnosis if and only if Di is a diagnosis for
〈SD,Comps,Obsi〉, i.e., we apply the same notion of diagnosis introduced above to
each snapshot.8
7 Actually the two classical approaches are the two extremes of a continuum of alternative definitions, see
[20].
8 Technically, the definition is more complex since one must take into account that the values of state variables
which are predicted at snapshot i (i.e., is a consequence of SD ∪Di ) must be used in snapshot i + 1 as part of
SD. More precisely, if SV i is the set of ground atoms corresponding to the predicted values for state variables at
snapshot i, then Di+1 is a diagnosis if and only if SD∪ SV i ∪Di+1 |= Obsi+1.
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• SD may contain some constraints which impose that only some transitions between
modes are allowed. In this case the set of snapshot diagnosesDi must be in accordance
with these further constraints.
In order to provide an algebraic characterization of the notion of diagnosis we need to
re-define the building blocks above in the algebraic setting.
We already have a correspondence in the case of modelling aspects. In particular,
both process algebras and model-based reasoning provide a compositional approach to
modelling in which we have:
• The distinction between component types and instances; the set of instances introduced
in the algebraic description corresponds to the set Comps just introduced.
• The set M(CTj ) of behavioral modes of each component type corresponds to a
distinguished set of action names in the algebraic setting. In particular, it corresponds
to the set of alternatives in the first equation associated with each component type (see
Rule 1 in Section 3.1).
• In both cases SD specifies the structure of the device to be diagnosed and the behavior
of each component type and there is a correspondence between the set of formulae in
the logical framework and a set of expressions in the algebraic one.
We must now provide a definition for the set of observation Obs so that we can provide
a characterization of the notion of diagnosis. What is an observation? An observable point
(or sensor) is simply a component variable (input, output, or state) whose value is visible in
the external environment. In our algebraic models the values of the component variables are
expressed by actions, and therefore the values for the sensor readings will be represented
by actions as well.
An observation becomes a set (sequence) of sensor readings which can be expressed
as one or more equations. The simplest case is when we have precise sensor readings.
For example, let us consider a system with three sensors, whose readings turn out to be
respectively x, a and y. The equation for the observation is:
Obs def= x.Obs1
Obs1
def= a.Obs2
Obs2
def= y.end.End
However, if a sensor reading is imprecise or missing, for example if the second sensor
value can be a or b, then the equation becomes:
Obs def= x.Obs1
Obs1
def= a.Obs2 + b.Obs2
Obs2
def= y.end.End
Notice that, in principle, any equation can be used to represent an observation; actually we
can think of representing the process of observing the system. In practice this means that
in addition to representing sequences of sensor readings, we can also express the way they
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are fed to the diagnostic process. A typical example is when the sensor readings describe a
sequence of snapshots, but the diagnostic process receives in input a set of snapshots, thus
losing the time ordering. Suppose that we simply know that a sensor has witnessed the
values a and b, but we do not know in which order because the observing process simply
gathers all readings in a set. We can express this situation with the following equation:
Obs def= a.end.End ‖{end} b.end.End
The only constraint we impose on the equation describing Obs is that all concurrent
subsystems forming Obs must synchronize on the common action end whose meaning
becomes clear: it is an observable action that signals the termination of the observation
process. Therefore we call it final action, while the state End is called final state.
4.1. Diagnosis in the process algebra
We now have all the “ingredients” for discussing how diagnosis can be characterized in
the process algebraic framework. As we have noticed, the goal of diagnosis is to find an
assignment of modes to the components in such a way that the observations are explained.
In the algebraic framework these modes can be found if we simply synchronize the system
description SD with Obs on the set S of observable values. Thus we obtain expressions
like:
Diag def= SD ‖S Obs
The effect of this composition is that any action in S, corresponding to an observable
value, can be performed by the system if and only if Obs offers it. Otherwise, the
system deadlocks and cannot proceed. Therefore, while the LTS of SD reports all possible
sequences of actions produced by the system, the LTS of Diag reports only those sequences
that explain at least a prefix of Obs. Some of these sequences will end up in a deadlock, that
is a state from which no action is possible; these sequences do not explain the observables
because they do not contain all actions in Obs and thus they do not enable the final action
end. On the contrary, other sequences in the LTS of Diag enable the final action and after
its execution all concurrent subsystems evolve into the final state. These sequences actually
explain all the observations and are those we have to look at for our diagnostic process.
Let us first explain this idea on an example. Consider a simplified version of the
AND gate with only two behavior modes, ok and stuck at 1. The algebraic model is the
following:
(1) Agatei def= oki .Agatei1 + stuck_at_1i .Agatei6 + end.End
(2) Agatei1
def= onei1.Agatei2 + zroi1.Agatei3
(3) Agatei2
def= onei2.Agatei4 + zroi2.Agatei5
(4) Agatei3
def= zroi2.Agatei5 + onei2.Agatei5
(5) Agatei4
def= onei3.Agatei
(6) Agatei5
def= zroi3.Agatei
(7) Agatei6
def= Xi1.Yi2.onei3.Agatei
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The possible sequences of actions for SD def= Agate1 are
(a) ok1.one11.one12.one13.end (e) ok1.one11.zro12.zro13.end
(b) ok1.zro11.one12.zro13.end (f) ok1.zro11.zro12.zro13.end
(c) stuck_at_11.one11.one12.one13.end (g) stuck_at_11.zro11.zro12.one13.end
(d) stuck_at_11.one11.zro12.one13.end (h) stuck_at_11.zro11.one12.one13.end
Now let us suppose we can observe the values of the variables with subscripts 1 and 3,
and that we have Obs def= zro11.one13.end.End. The following two sequences explain the
observation:
(g) stuck_at_11.zro11.zro12.one13.end (h) stuck_at_11.zro11.one12.one13.end
Therefore we can conclude that the mode of the gate must be stuck_at_1.
More formally, let us consider the expression Diag def= SD ‖S Obs and the corresponding
transition system LTSDiag.
Definition 3. Any sequence of actions σ ∈Act+ is called a path (in a transition system).
We say that a path σ = s1s2 . . . su in LTSDiag explains Obs if it starts from the initial state
and su = end.
In the above example, (a)–(h) are paths for LTSSD, whereas only (g) and (h) are paths
for LTSDiag. Now we want to define a function that extracts from a path only those actions
that correspond to behavioral modes.
Definition 4. The diagnosis extraction function Diagnosis :Act∗ ×Comps→M(Comps)∗
is defined as follows:
Diagnosis(σ,Ci)
=


& if σ = & or σ = s1 /∈M(Ci)
s1 if σ = s1 ∈M(Ci)
Diagnosis(s1,Ci)Diagnosis(s2 . . . sn,Ci) if σ = s1s2 . . . sn
Thus function Diagnosis builds, for each path and each component, a sequence of
behavioral modes that the component takes over time. In our example we have only one
component, Agate1. If we consider path (g) we see that
Diagnosis(stuck_at_11.zro11.zro
1
2.one
1
3.end)= stuck_at_11
since stuck_at_11 is the only action in (g) that represents a behavioral mode for Agate1.
Definition 5. The candidate diagnosis corresponding to a path σ is the set
Diagnosis(σ )= {Diagnosis(σ,Ci) | Ci ∈ Comps
}
.
A candidate diagnosis is thus the collection of single-component diagnoses corresponding
to the same path.
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Definition 6. A mode assignment D is an algebraic diagnosis for 〈SD,Comps,Obs〉 if and
only if there exists a path σ in LTSDiag such that D =Diagnosis(σ ).
In the Agate1 example we have that for both (h) and (g) the Diagnosis function gives
stuck_at_11 as a result, so not only stuck_at_11 is an algebraic diagnosis, but it is also the
only one for that diagnostic problem.
We can now prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the diagnoses
characterized by Definition 6 and abductive diagnoses. We consider the simplest case
where the observations Obs correspond to a single snapshot.
Property 1. Given a diagnostic problem 〈SD,Comps,Obs〉, D is a diagnosis in the
abductive sense (i.e., according to Definition 1) if and only if D is a diagnosis in the
algebraic sense (i.e., according to Definition 6).
Proof (sketch). (→) Let D be a diagnosis in the abductive sense (Definition 1). This
means that D assigns a mode miji to each component Ci in SD and that SD ∪D |= Obs.
Since each observable ok ∈Obs corresponds to the value of the interface variable of some
component Cl , we have that ok must be entailed by SD and the assumption mljl ∈ D,
i.e., ok is an observable consequence of the fact that Cl is in mode mljl (this is a
consequence of the locality principle in modelling). As regards the components for which
there is no observation, D may contain any mode of behavior. We can now consider the
algebraic model for the same component Cl whose first equation must contain one term
corresponding to the action mljl . Whenever the component selects (nondeterministically)
such a mode, then its behavior must synchronize with ok , otherwise the algebraic model
would not be in accordance with the logical one. This holds for all components whose
observable actions belong to Obs and therefore the path σ in which each component Ci
selects the behavior corresponding to mljl ∈D synchronizes with the observations Obs. As
regards the components for which there is no observation in Obs, then any mode selection
synchronizes with the observations. Thus we have that D =Diagnosis(σ ) and therefore D
is a diagnosis in the algebraic sense (i.e., according to Definition 6).
(←) Similar as above. Let D be a diagnosis in the algebraic sense, then there is a
path σ ∈ LTSDiag which synchronizes with the observations Obs. This means that for each
component Cs , σ corresponds to a mode selection msws . For those components for which
an action ok has been observed we have that the behavior corresponding to msws must
synchronize with ok; for the other any mode can be selected. But if we now consider the
logical model we have that SD and msws must entail ok , otherwise the logical model would
not be in accordance with the algebraic one. As a consequence, it is easy to see that D is a
diagnosis in the abductive sense (i.e., according to Definition 1). ✷
The property can be easily extended to the case of multiple snapshots and thus to
diagnosis across time.
Up to now we focussed on diagnosis by abduction. It is of course possible to characterize
within the framework consistency-based diagnosis as well. This can be done—as in
the traditional model-based approach—including an unknown fault mode, in which the
component produces any output on any input. An obvious objection is that with this
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approach the state space explodes; however explosion is a problem only if you have
to search effectively the search space. In our case, we used the LTS semantics as a
characterization for diagnosis; we do not claim—even for the abductive case—that the best
way to perform diagnosis is to dumbly search the state space as it is. As we will discuss
in the concluding section, in the process algebraic community there is a lot of research on
how to reduce the state space or how to verify system properties generating only part of it;
again our purpose is to stimulate efforts in trying to apply those results to diagnosis.
5. A complete example
In this section we consider a complete and realistic example: we selected an automotive
application, which has been one of the guiding applications in the VMBD project [14].
We consider the hydraulic part of the Common Rail fuel injection system, which is an
innovative injection system for diesel cars. A scheme of the system is reported in Fig. 12.
Its purpose is to maintain fuel at the desired pressure (usually a very high pressure between
900 and 1300 bars) inside a tank (the rail). The fuel is delivered to the rail by a pump and
the pressure in the rail is controlled by an Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Given the current
value of the pressure in the rail, the driving conditions (e.g., the position of the pedals, the
engine speed, etc.) and an internal strategy, the ECU computes the desired value for the
pressure in the rail and controls a pressure regulating valve, opening or closing it in order
to achieve such a desired pressure. The ECU controls also the amount of fuel delivered to
the injectors in the cylinders.
We consider the following components:9 a pump, a rail, a pressure regulating valve, an
injector, and a sensor. The components behave as follows:
Fig. 12. The Common Rail system.
9 The model presented in the following is slightly simplified, see [14] for more details.
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• The centrifugal pump can be regarded as an instance of the component type Pumpi
described in Section 3.2.
• The rail, at a first approximation, is conceptually similar to the tank discussed in
Section 3.4, the main difference being the number of interface variables, since the rail
is connected to all the other components.10 More precisely, if we denote as [FRin]
the input flow which will be connected to the pump, and as [FRout1], [FRout2] the
output flows which will be connected to the pressure regulator and the injector, we
have the following equation describing the normal behavior of the rail:
δPR= [FRin]  [FRout1]  [FRout2]
The fault mode we consider is the leaking mode. In this case the behavior of the rail
can be described by the following equation:
δPR= [FRin]  [FRout1]  [FRout2] +
In other words, leakage corresponds to an extra output flow from the rail (see the “+”
at the end of the equation) which impacts on its internal pressure PR. Finally, [PR]
is computed from δPR as was the case of the tank:
[PR]t = [PR]t−1 ⊕ δPR
• The pressure regulating valve, which is driven by a control signal from the ECU, has
a flow which depends on the pressure of the tank it is connected to, and on the signal
from the ECU. The valve can be in three different modes ok, stuck open (always
open, regardless of the command), stuck closed (always closed, regardless of the
command). Its behavior can be described by the following equation:
[FV] = ([SV] ⊗ [PV])⊕ [SV]
where:
– [SV] is the sign of the signal from the ECU, and it is positive whenever the valve
must be open and zero when it must be closed;
– [SV] is the deviation of the command, i.e., it is positive when the command is
more than it should be, negative when the command is less than it should be;
– [PV] is the pressure of the tank (or rail) the valve is connected to;
– [FV] is the flow through the valve;
– ⊗ is the product in the sign algebra.
The faulty behavior can be described using similar equations. For example, when the
valve is stuck open, [SV] = + regardless of the actual command from the ECU;
similarly for the stuck closed mode.
• The pressure sensor has two interface variables. In the ok mode it reads a pressure
value and shows the same value; its qualitative behavior is:
[PSs] = [PSr ]
where:
10 In the model we consider only one cylinder and one injector, as an abstraction for the engine.
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– [PSr ] is the value of the pressure read by the sensor;
– [PSs ] is the value shown by the sensor.
A sensor, however, can be faulty, witnessing a value which is different from the one
it reads (as an extreme, it may also be blocked to one of the end scale values). The
general equation for the sensor, taking into account this faulty behavior, becomes:
[PSs] = [PSr ] ⊕ [ES]
where the error [ES] is positive when the sensor is in the fault mode over sensing
(i.e., it shows a value higher than the one it reads) and negative when it is in mode
under sensing.
• The injector, controlled by the ECU, has a flow of fuel (to the cylinder) which depends
on the pressure in the rail and on the command from the ECU. At this abstract level
the model is conceptually similar to the model of the pressure regulating valve; also
the injector can be in modes stuck open and stuck closed.
All these components types can be modelled by means of algebraic expressions and then
composed to form the model of the whole system which has the following structure:
CommonRail def= Pump1‖L1Rail1‖L2(PressReg1‖L3Sensor1‖L3 Injector1)
where L1 = {zro1PR,mns1PR,pls1PR, zro1FCout,mns1FCout,pls1FCout}
L2 = {zro1PR,mns1PR,pls1PR, zro1FV,mns1FV,pls1FV, zro1FI,mns1FI,pls1FI}
L3 = {zro1PR,mns1PR,pls1PR}
Let us consider now an example of a diagnostic situation, given the model above.
Consider the following observation:
Obs1
def= mns1PSs .end.End
i.e., the value read by the sensor is less than it should be. If we build the LTS for such a
case, i.e., LTSDiag where:
Diag1
def= CommonRail ‖S Obs1
we can find six paths explaining the observation which correspond to the following
diagnoses:
• The pressure sensor is faulty, in mode under sensing.
• The injector is faulty in mode stuck open; in this way the flow from the injector is
more than it should be and thus the pressure in the rail increases less than it should.
• The pressure regulator is faulty in mode stuck open; in this way the flow from the
regulator is more than it should be and thus the pressure in the rail increases less than
it should.
• The rail is faulty, in mode leaking.
• The pump is faulty, in mode blocked.
• The pump is faulty, in mode under pumping.
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This is in accordance with what one expects in this system and with this model. Notice
that the discrimination between faults is poor but this is due to the fact that the system has
only one sensor [14].
6. Discussion
As we pointed out in the introduction, the aim of this paper is essentially to bridge
the field of model-based diagnosis with that of process algebras. Process algebras are
nevertheless a wide area of research and most of the formal machinery associated to it
has not been analyzed or investigated. In Section 6.1 we point out some results in the
algebraic framework that we believe are worth of being investigated further. Section 6.2
examines relations with existing work in model-based diagnosis, while Section 6.3 draws
some conclusions.
6.1. Research directions
6.1.1. Diagnostic algorithms
In this paper we have shown how to model different kinds of systems—namely static,
dynamic and time-varying—using a generic process algebra language. We have also given
a definition of the diagnostic problem and characterized diagnosis using the LTS semantics
for our language.
We did not introduce any specific diagnostic algorithm since we think that many of the
existing ones can be applied to this framework. The LTS we used as a semantics for our
language can be theoretically infinite, but for the kind of systems we describe it is always
finite. Therefore it is a finite state machine, and algorithms on FSMs can be directly applied
to it.
However we believe that a promising line of research is that of analyzing different kinds
of semantics for our process algebra, since labelled transition systems are only one among
many. Each different semantics offers advantages (also in terms of efficiency) in analyzing
different properties of a system. In particular we think that for our purposes we could
exploit concurrent semantics.
The LTS semantics is interleaving: it is assumed that two actions cannot occur at the
same time, so if we know that a and b have occurred, we also know that either a preceded
b or b preceded a. In process algebraic terms this means that a.b + b.a ≡ a‖b. When
having many concurrent subsystems this leads to an explosion in the state space, since for
concurrent actions all possible interleavings are considered. In our kind of systems, internal
actions of different components are always concurrent.
A way to avoid this explosion is to use a concurrent semantics, as happens in some
model checking tools [15]. In a concurrent semantics actions can actually occur at the
same time; action occurrences are thus partially ordered (instead of being totally ordered).
In this context a.b+ b.a is not equivalent anymore to a‖b since in the first case we have
two possible evolutions of the system (b followed by a or a followed by b) while in the
second we have only one (a and b occur in no particular order). In this context we can
replace the idea of path (a totally ordered sequence of actions) with the idea of a partially
ordered set of actions.
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6.1.2. Use of model checking techniques
Model checking tools exist for various languages including process algebras. Their
purpose is to verify if a particular property—usually expressed as a modal logic formula—
holds or not for a given system.
In order to exploit such tools it is first of all necessary to express the properties we are
interested in using a modal logic of choice. However, diagnosis is not a property that can
either hold or not, but it requires an output. More precisely, we do not need to know if the
LTS of our system verifies a property (e.g.: “does it reach the final state?”) but which paths
satisfy it (e.g.: “which are the paths that lead to the final state?”).
Thus, in order to apply model checking techniques to diagnosis, they have to be tailored
to the diagnostic task. This could also result in an improvement in terms of efficiency, since
model checking algorithms could be refined for a very specific purpose.
On the other hand, the direct applicability of model checking tools can be investigated
for the analysis of system properties such as fault detectability and diagnosability.
6.1.3. Language extensions
We believe that the diagnostic community could benefit of the use of process algebras
as a system description language because it could provide a common ground for a plurality
of systems: temporal ones, probabilistic ones, and so on. In fact, timed and probabilistic
extensions of PAs, along with many others, have been widely studied and could offer some
interesting theoretic machinery together with practical tools.
The advantages of such an approach are various. First of all it can lead to sound formal
definitions of diagnosis-related properties, independent from the particular kind of system
being considered. Secondly, having a common framework makes it easier to compare
algorithms and analyze advantages or drawbacks of different contexts. Last but not least
process algebras allow to abstract from unneeded details of a model, allowing to test for
diagnosability or detectability at different levels of abstraction about the system under
investigation.
6.2. Related research
The main goal of this paper is to show how process algebras can be exploited in
modelling systems and characterizing diagnosis. To the best of our knowledge PAs have
never been used in the model-based diagnosis community; nevertheless similar languages
have been exploited.
In particular the authors of [6,51] use communicating automata as a modelling language.
Communicating automata are very similar to process algebras: they are compositional,
allowing to define separate components and to compose them by means of communication.
In some sense the language we proposed is more powerful: for example systems as
P = fork.(Q‖R), that forks in two processes Q and R, or A = spawn.(A‖B), which
spawns infinite copies of B , cannot be described with communicating automata. These
structures have a translation in terms of finite state machines, while PAs have not (the
LTS underlying a system may well be infinite). However, in the kind of models we
are characterizing here—namely structure and function component-centered models—
communicating automata could be used as well.
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In [51] communicating automata are used to exploit the diagnoser approach, firstly
introduced in [54,55]. In these works the authors use finite state machines to model
systems; a disadvantage of this approach is that the model of the whole system can be
obtained only explicitly composing component models, thus obtaining a large structure.
It is also true that the LTS we used as a semantics for our language is a state machine,
and we can safely assume it is finite (see above), but there are two things to point out. First
of all we use the LTS semantics to charachterize diagnosis, but we do not make any specific
commitment on how diagnoses are then computed. We mentioned in the previous section
some model checking techniques that could partly overcome state explosion problems.
Second, for this characterization we do not even use the LTS underlying the whole system,
but the one we obtain after composing (and thus constraining) the system with the trace.
The authors of [54,55] then use the system description to compile a second FSM, called
diagnoser, which is responsible for state estimation and thus diagnosis. The diagnoser
introduces a further step on the diagnostic process (however motivated by the need of the
authors of having an on-line diagnostic device), and has to be recompiled if the set of
observables changes. This is unlikely in a on-board diagnostic device, but can happen in a
design phase, where the system designer has still to decide which sensors to use and where
to put them. In our case the system description plays the role of the diagnoser as well: it
suffices to compose it with the trace to get diagnoses.
Going back to [51], the author seems to be aware of the problem of state space explosion
in the diagnoser approach. In a more recent joint work a new framework is proposed that
does not involve the use of the diagnoser.
For what concerns [6], the characterization of diagnosis is very similar to the one we
propose in this paper, but it is based on communicating automata. The idea is that of
reconstructing which sequences of actions (or events) can explain observables. They have
a more complex model of diagnoses, since they distinguish faults from faulty events (a
fault can correspond to different sequences of faulty events). In order to find diagnoses
the authors propose to build the transition system corresponding to the system model,
constrained by observations; this corresponds in our work to the LTS underlying Diag =
SD‖Obs. Moreover, they propose a technique, that could be applied in our framework
as well, to generate the transition system in a modular way, building it separately for
the individual components, and then obtaining the global one by composition. Such an
approach has the advantage of being scalable and suitable to implementation on a parallel
processing architecture (a similar approach can be found also in [39]). This technique has
some correspondence with work in stochastic process algebras, where LTSs underlying
individual components are composed using Kronecker products [12]. However, the final
result is always the complete LTS of Diag, with all the problems mentioned in the previous
subsection related to interleavings.
The idea of finding traces (that is, sequences of events or actions) that explain
observations appears also in the framework proposed in [5]. In this case however the
authors focus on a different characterization of diagnosis, where diagnosing a fault involves
planning a sequence of actions that allow the diagnostic agent to actively test for useful
observations. While it does not seem difficult to model active tests and their consequences,
as well as an active agent, in our process algebra language, the problem of finding a
(possibly optimal) sequence of actions is related to the problem of diagnosability and of
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sensor placement. This kind of analysis is undoubtedly an interesting topic for future work
on this subject, but remains out of the scope of this paper.
A point in which our proposal seems to be different from all these others is the repre-
sentation of the observations in the same language as the system. This widens the range of
things that can be considered as observations; in particular one could think of substituting
observations with an observing process that is not a mere juxtaposition of actions.
From a broader point of view, we would also like to compare our paper to the others in
terms of its aim. The papers we mentioned in this subsection stem from work on real-world
systems and are aimed at solving particular problems. Particular does not mean that these
problems are not of interest for anyone else: it means simply that each of them tackles the
issues from a different point of view, trying to focus on a particular aspect and to propose
an efficient technique to deal with it. Our aim is entirely different: we feel the need for a
language which is able to capture if not all many of these different aspects.
We therefore see as very promising the fact that many of the issues raised by other
authors that have worked in a context next to ours can be expressed in the language we
have proposed and that their algorithms can be applied to our framework. This shows that
many research groups could benefit of, and therefore be interested in, further research in
the exploitation of process algebras for model-based reasoning.
6.3. Conclusions
In the paper we proposed a new characterization of diagnosis based on process algebras.
In our view this is more than “yet another” characterization of diagnosis since it opens new
interesting perspectives for research on model-based reasoning. Although the core of the
paper focusses only on the creation of the bridge between the two research fields, it also
points out some areas where algebraic formalisms could provide interesting contributions
to the model-based reasoning community. In this sense the paper is a first step through a
door, and aims at creating the premises for other researchers to walk through it.
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